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List of Acronyms:

BDO – Block Development Officer

CBDT – Central Board of Direct Taxes

CSE – Centre for Science and Environment

CSO – Civil Society Organizations

JJJ – Jan JalJodo

MP – Madhya Pradesh

NGO – Non Government Organizations

PESA – Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act

RTI – Right to Information

SRI – System of Rice Intensification

SRLM – State Rural Livelihoods Mission

SWI – System of Wheat Intensification

TOT – Training of Trainers  

UP – Uttar Pradesh



Annexure I: The Preamble to the Water Security Act

An Act  to  provide for  setting out  the  practical  regime of the conserva-
tion of rivers and ensuring water security for all life forms to secure water 
security and for  matters connected therewith  or incidental thereto.  

WHEREAS the Constitution of India has established democratic Republic;  

AND WHEREAS  democracy requires an citizenry to be able to perform 
their Constitutional duty to protect the environment which  is vital to life;

AND WHEREAS the constitution requires the Local Bodies to protect the 
environment and rivers;  

AND WHEREAS conservation of rivers is likely to conflict with other public 
interests including development projects of the  Governments, optimum 
use of limited  fiscal resources and the preservation of confidentiality of 
sensitive information; 

AND WHEREAS it is necessary to harmonise these conflicting interests 
while preserving the paramountcy of the constitutional rights and demo-
cratic ideal;  

NOW,  THEREFORE, it is expedient to provide for empowering citizens and 
local bodies who desire to conserve their waterbodies and ensure water 
security.  

BE it enacted by Parliament in the Sixty-sixth Year of the Republic of India 
as follows:
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This Intervention: A Context

The Broad Canvas of the Intervention

Over the time span of four years from January 2016 to December 2019 (later extended to June 2020 
as a no cost extension phase), conscious effort was made in different states of Indiathrough support of 
Welthungerhilfe Foundation and European Union to improve the quality of lives and access to natural 
resources of the rural masses and build as well as strengthen ground level CSOs. 

The broader focus was towards inclusive and sustainable growth; more accountable local authorities; 
promotion of human rights, democratization and social inclusion particularly with regard to Adivasis 
and Dalits; increased diversity and social inclusion within a range of institution; social economic and 
environmental equity and more transparent and well managed CSOs.

The objectives of the intervention were defined as:
Overall Objective – To contribute to a strengthened, accountable and transparent 
civil society in India that is effective in protecting rights of the vulnerable sections of 
society. 
Specific Objective- Member organizations and individuals related to the people’s 
movements have increased institutional as well as sectorial capacities. 
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• settled and the rest of the claims were rejected without informing the claimant. On the other hand, industries and 
corporate houses were given 12,571 hectares of forest land for mining, irrigation projects, roads, etc.(CSE study)

• Welthungerhilfe’s baseline studies in some of the selected areas had revealed that loss of land and natural resourc-
es had pushed tribal and Dalits into appalling poverty.Also, welfare services and social safety net programmes of 
the government hardly reachedthere due to remoteness of location, widespread ignorance, high corruptionand 
such factors. 

In this backdrop, Welthungerhilfe with EU support orchestrated an intervention in a massive canvas in partnership 
with two right based nonviolent organizations, Parmarth SamajSeviSansthan and PrayogSamajSeviSansthan.

Essentially the intervention took up the shape of a campaign, with two core campaign pillars – water rights’ and land 
rights’ campaigns. The former was taken up under the coordination ofParamarthSamajSeviSansthan through the Jal 
Jan Jodo campaign. The latter was taken up under the coordination ofPrayogSamajSeviSansthan through the EktaPar-
ishad campaign. The broader objective of contributing to a strengthened, accountable and transparent civil society in 
India was intertwined with these campaigns through activities that strengthened ground level civil societies working 
towards rights based matters in general and water, forest and land rights in particular.
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The intervention and campaigns were conceived to have intense presence in a large number of districts. 

• Of these, the JJJ campaign directly intervened through this right based CSO intervention in 100 villages of 6 dis-
tricts in the 3 states of Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. The campaign directly and indirectly covered 
10 states, the indirect intervention being through its network. 

• On the other hand, the EktaParishad campaign directly intervened in 2200 villages of 50 districts in the 4 states of 
Orissa, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Chattisgarh. Of these 2200 villages, Prayog planned for intensive inter-
vention and support in approximately half of the villages whereas in the other hanlf contact support was provided. 
However, both were part of the direct intervention. The campaign directly and indirectly covered more than 20 
states of India.

Both the campaign structures included a central secretariat and also a state level structure, which were supported through 
this intervention. The vastness of the total intervention can be understood through an info-graphic (Info-graphic 1). 
Subsequently, each of the two campaigns, its processes and model practices are taken up separately.

The overall intervention frameworkand size can be gauged from
Info graphic 1 below:
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The Jal Jan Jodo Campaign (JJJ)
About JJJ Campaign: it’s Aim andObjectives – JJJ is a national level multi stakeholder campaign initiated in 2013.Its 
overall aim is toprovide drinking water security to all throughout the year; involve people in natural resource con-
servation; enhance their capacity to cope with impacts of climate change and starting a process of change that builds 
society based on principles of equity, justice and freedom from greed. 
Its core objectives have been:

- Strengthening people’s capacities coping with livelihood pressures to regain rights and responsibilities over 
traditional water resources and to create interest for regenerating tanks and lakes.
- Building a model of local community based decentralized management process for community water sources 
in every state of India.
- Building a Water Resource Centre in every state, which takes forward the process for advocacy on water litera-
cy, water governance and rights and community based water management.
Thus JJJ encompasses a wide range of issueseven beyond water scarcity such as rejuvenation and management of riv-
ers and ponds; preventing exploitation and pollution of water bodies by industrial activities, effluents and household 
use; preventing depletion of ground water; ecology of rivers; governance of water including community management 
of water resources etc.

JJJ: A Context – The Jal Jan Jodo Campaign was started in the year 2013 as a multi-stakeholder alliance of diverse 
individuals and civil society organizations including media, academia and research institutions working on water 
security. It takes off and starts afresh from the JalBiradari network andbuilds on it.

JalBiradari is a registered organisation and a network of organisations formed to work in 22 states of India where it 
had presence, working on water related issues.The JalBiradari had been formed in 2002 through a meeting by Tarun 
Bharat Sangh, an organization founded in 1972 by ShriRajendra Singh (a Stockholm water award winner) and work-
ing on water conservation and water management. But communication and interaction among the JalBiradari organi-
zations had reduced over time and JJJ helped to activate it to a good extent.
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JJJ Coverage – As already shown in info-graphic 1, JJJ as a national level campaign is present in more than 10 states of 
India and 2 additional states through JalBiradari. 

State Level Coverage:
- The JJJ campaign has definite presence in the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Uttarakhand, Bihar, Rajasthan, West Bengal and Kerala. 
- Of these JJJ directly intervenes in a structured manner in the three states and six districts of Uttar Pradesh (dis-
tricts: Jhansi &Lalitpur), Madhya Pradesh (districts: Tikamgarh&Chhatarpur) and Rajasthan (districts: Alwar&Karau-
li).
District Level Coverage:
- JJJ is active in as more than 100 districts in India
- There are also more than 30 river basin organizations/units
- Of these it has a structured and direct intervention in overall 6 districts of the three states of Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan through the CSO intervention. In these districts Parmarth has also strengthened cadre 
building at grassroots level.
The CSO based intervention supported by Welthungerhilfe Foundation and European Union largely supported the di-
rect intervention and strengthened the movement by establishing well defined structures and recruiting full time/part 
time dedicated personnel. The enormity of the challenge for the network is heightened by the fact that water is a state 
subject under the Constitution of India and each state has different structure on water issues.  

Broad Framework
JJJ has a loose and flexible structure in that there is no written document that binds the structure of the campaign. 
However,it is guided by an amorphous tieredstructure. This is shown inDiagram A1below and explained subsequently:
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A better understanding of the three tiers in terms of their constituents and role is essential to get a better understanding 
of the JJJ campaign. Each tier has played critical role in various campaigns carried out under the umbrella JJJ campaign. 
At the same time, various types of enabling activities are carried to capacitate each tier.

Particularly capacity building of the village level structure and masses were important since the campaign considers 
mass mobilization and advocacy as being vitaltoolsboth for protection of human rights and for influencing Govern-
ment decision making processes. A synoptic understanding of each tier is built here. 

1) At the national level JJJ has a national core committee consisting of several members. This committeeis respon-
sible for the overall functioning of this national campaign. Representatives of this committee are spread across the 
various states where JJJ is present. The leader of this core committee is Shri. Rajendra Singh and National Convener is 
Shri. Sanjay Singh. 
This core committee holds meeting from time to time to both give the campaign direction and to discuss and evaluate 
its progress. Thus the committee takes policy level decisions, formulates milestones and result oriented action plans and 
spearheadsthe campaign. Welthungerhilfe Foundation and European Union support the national structure by keeping 
provision for a campaign coordinator, finance coordinator and documentation coordinator through the funded CSO 
intervention. This helps to strengthen the campaign structure and the movement itself.

2) The state level supports the member organizations of the JJJ campaign by streamlining their governance systems, 
making them transparent, accountable, credible and socially diverse. The state level structure also provides consolidat-
ed information to the national level to ensure stronger national level campaigns.Itsimultaneouslyprovides direction to 
the district team, where relevant. Like at the national level, the state level too has a state level committee. Overall there 
are 3 state coordinators, 1 for each of the states of Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh that are supported by 
the CSO intervention directly to strengthen the campaign structure and the movement.

3) At the river basin level, it was a concerted movement to build community based river basin units (nadighatisan-
gathan) and cadres across all states where JJJ is present. Though not under the structured CSO intervention it is ben-
efitted through it as the intervention supports the campaign overall at the national level. A river parliament is formed 
for each river with representative of each village in the basin. It is an approach to mobilise and sensitize the community 
towards issues such as pollution and exploitation of rivers etc. The River Parliaments play a strong rolein framing rules 
for the river basin conservation and management, such as: no encroachment on river land, no water intensive crops in 
the river basin, no illegal grazing, no bore wells encouraged in river catchment etc.

4) At the village level, aim was to mobilize the masses. Here the CSO intervention has played a key role in sup-
porting the implementing partner (Parmarth) to build ground level cadres by sensitizing them and training them for 
local level leadership and mass mobilization. The inclination is towards non-violent activism. 
Here JalSahelis and JalPanchayats are important ground level cadres. The former provides leadership to the latter and 
together they are instruments of mass mobilization and micro level changes. Besides this, there are other ground level 
bodies such as farmers’ groups, youth groups, activists, leaders in local self- government (Panchayati Raj Institutions), 
civil society groups, issues based networks/alliances etc. that complete the village level intervention landscape.
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Direct intervention through Parmarth SamajSeviS-
ansthan (CSO Intervention)

Jal Jan Jodo campaign in 6 districts (100 villages) of 
UP, Rajasthan & MP

Central Secretariat including a national team under 
National Campaign Coordinator 

1 state coordinator and 2 district fellows in each 
state providing leadership at state and district level

Village level committee of 15-20 members; Water lead-
ers called Jalsahelis (F) or JalYodhas (M) who also 

lead the PaniPanchayats

The Intervention Process
The entire structure of the JJJ campaign has been organized to create water rights’ laws and developwater consciousness 
in India. Certain core processes were deployed to reach the JJJ objectives and broader vision and are given upon here 
whereas a few of the core campaigns and foot marches touched upon here are shared in the next section:

Mass Mobilization: This is an extremely important part of the JJJ campaign since it is mass mobilization that 
gives the JJJ campaign its power and strength. Collective voices have given the campaign the vigour it required to gain 
visibility and act as a pressure group to push through various mandates and demands of the JJJ campaign at the state or 
national level. At the same time, various village level activities were initiated through mass mobilization that enabled 
construction or renovation of water bodies thus reducing water scarcity and improving water security. 

A Process Document on Right based Movement & Achievements 
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It is the national levelJJJ core committee that gets involved and often proposes and designs campaigns of national signif-
icance. In such cases, the core committee provides strategic inputs and guides the state teams as well as river basin units 
in a top down manner. This is firmed up by bottom up inputs and based on the final strategic and planning framework 
mass mobilization activities are executed at national level.Right to water campaigns and river rejuvenation campaigns 
fall under this category. Examples of such events are the Ganga SadbhavnaYatrafor the rejuvenation of the Ganga.

The role of the state leveland river basin levelin mass mobilization is to provide bottom up inputs to ensure inclusion of 
state specific or river basin issues in mass mobilization activities. Such regional and state specific issues and involvement 
of river basin units have resulted in regional mass mobilization to create strong campaigns. Examples of such mass mo-
bilization are the JalAdhikarSamvadYatra and various river rejuvenation efforts and foot marches such as Barua river 
rejuvenation yatra, Bachedi river rejuvenation yatra and KujanNadiyatra.

Village level mass mobilization initiatives include formation of ground level cadres and mass mobilization activities that 
affect water security at the village level. Such initiativesinclude development of village level water plans or construction 
and renovation of village level water bodies through shramdaanshivir (labour donation camps).Through this type of 
mass mobilization, a large number of check dams, ponds etc. have been constructed or renovated in villages.In some 
cases ponds have been deepened or their boundaries renovated through mass mobilization of villagers. 

Advocacy: While mass mobilization was expected to give the movement its initial momentum, advocacy was im-
portant to improve its visibility and channelize the mass movement towards certain well defined campaign outcomes. It 
was realized that advocacy needed to be done at various levels and with various types of decision making stakeholders 
such as the general administration, legislative, judiciary etc. Events such as National Level Water Conventions at Bho-
pal, Delhi and Ujjain, Ganga ChintanShivir have been strong tools of advocacy.Judiciary activism and advocacy with 
legislatives were also important advocacy initiatives and the former resulted in definite PIL driven victories for JJJ.

To sharpen advocacy initiatives, yearly training on advocacyto various stakeholders was built into the intervention. 
These mostly took the shape of three days workshops where the participants were capacitated on a number of tools 
available which can help an organization/individual to conduct advocacy successfully. Facets of advocacy, including 
RTI (Right to Information), PIL (Public Interest Litigation), Public hearing or Social Audit, besides media advocacy 
were covered in these sessions. Generally CSOs, including members of ground level unregistered bodies were capaci-
tated for such advocacy endeavours.Since media advocacy is an effective advocacy tool, the partners in arms, the media 
personnel, were duly recognized each year for their efforts towards the causes. 

Engaging with the Government: While in a broader sense, this process may be considered as a sub com-
ponent of advocacy, engaging with the government was oftena dialogue oriented rather than activism oriented process. 
It thus merits a separate mention.    

The national core committee of JJJ had systematically created a communication channel with the government. They also 
enlisted the support and force of the state and district level bodies, village cadres and emerging CBOs to push the JJJ 
mission with the government. In this way, various information related to the campaign has been 
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systematically shared and discussions initiated with the highest and most decisive levels of governance. Theseinclude 
Prime Minister’s Office, Office of Chief Secretaries and Ministry of Village Development. Likewise, sensitisation of Par-
liament members was also done through communication and dialogues. 

Building Capacity of Organizations and Individuals: As already elaborated the JJJ campaign 
had both a broader, somewhat amorphous framework and also a structured operational framework. The intervention 
that encompassed the structured part of the JJJ initiative involved 6 districts and 3 states and aimed atincreased institu-
tional and sectorial capacities of organisations,CBOs and individuals associated with the JJJ movement. It also aimed to 
create strengthened, accountable and transparent civil society. 

It was believed that institutional strengthening and improved resource mobilization capacity of these organizations 
would capacitate them, lend the movement sustainability and also add to its overall quality. At the same time capacity 
building of the ground cadres and masses were also of essence for the same reasons.

Various types of activities were conceived and executed to build institutional capacity of core implementing partner 
(Parmarth), other NGOs associated with the national campaign, ground level CBS and ground leaders.

The core implementing organization (Parmarth) was oriented on internal governance and financial management. Be-
sides this, 35 CSOs from across the JJJ states but mostly from the 3 states of direct intervention were capacitated through 
CSO proposal development workshop. Being able to write coherent proposals was considered an important require-
ment for a CSO for being able to raise resources. 

Besides these, there were workshops and TOTs that capacitated NGOs/CBOs on issues such as  importance of net-
working and alliance building; understanding of governance and policy makers; gender issues and inclusion, partici-
patory planning etc.Certain capacity building initiatives such as leadership training were largely held with ground level 
leaders, who could play a key role in mass mobilization and planning at village level and could even gravitate towards 
institutional capacities. These included ground cadre leaders such as JalSahelis and members of PaniPanchayat, some of 
whom were also sensitised on inclusion and gender issues. 

Some of the capacity building initiatives were technical in nature and created a type of ground level informal engineers 
with certain knowledge on water body construction, mechanisms towards increasing ground water level etc. The tech-
nical aspects of effective water management thus percolated to the villagers. Such aspects were built into the process 
because for a movement of the size of JJJ to succeed, mechanisms for capacity enhancement at the ground level could 
impact water security through KABP changes of village leaders and villagers. Ground level CSOswere capacitated to 
be able to demarcate water bodies so that they may independently do such exercises in future.Farmers and villagers 
were also capacitated on improved agricultural practices using less water and drought & flood management. Awareness 
drivessuch as theBundelkhandJalSamvadYatra were also capacity-enhancing for the villagers and masses. A synoptic 
view is provided in Table A.1 below:
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Mass Mobilization Advocacy (based 
on non-violent ac-

tivism

Engagement with 
Government (dia-

logue based advo-
cacy)

Institutional & In-
dividual Capacity 

Building

Nature

Cornerstone of the JJJ cam-
paign that is the body of 

the campaign; tool towards 
pressure building & visi-

bility

Nature

Spearheads the JJJ cam-
paign by pushing its goal 
and objectives among a 

large number of decision 
and policy makers to get 

veritable outcomes

Nature

Supports the activism 
based advocacy initiatives 

by creating sensitivity 
&building pressure among 

top policy makers with 
maximum decision making  

accountability; 

Nature

Empowers the entire move-
ment to be efficacious and 

sustainable

Nature

Empowers the entire move-
ment to be efficacious and 
sustainable

Time sequencing & In-
ter-linkage

Inter linked and partially 
dependent on mass mo-
bilization; intensified as 
campaign progressed

Time sequencing & In-
ter-linkage

Worked in tandem with 
mass mobilization and 
advocacy; intermittent but 
planned

Time sequencing & In-
ter-linkage

It is a pillar for all the other 
processes to be done effec-
tively; 

Some of the core activities/
campaigns

Sensitization on water 
rights & water literacy
Ganga SadbhavnaYatra
JalAdhikarSamvadYatra& 
river rejuvenation cam-
paigns
labour donation camps

Some of the core activities/
campaigns

Sensitization on water 
rights & water literacy
Ganga SadbhavnaYatra
JalAdhikarSamvadYatra& 
river rejuvenation cam-
paigns
labour donation camps

Some of the core activities/
campaigns

Communication and dis-
cussion with Prime Minis-
ter’s Office, Office of Chief 
Secretaries and Ministry of 
Village Development and 
parliamentarians  

Some of the core activities/
campaigns

Training on internal gov-
ernance, financial manage-
ment, leadership training, 
proposal development etc.
Technical training
Awareness drives like Bun-
delkhandJalSamvadYatra

Various types of Events that propelled JJJ towards outcomes

JJJ organized a series of national and state level conventions, programs and activities. The core intention of these events 
was to create consensus and build environment towards pushing the water security bill. Besides the national conven-
tion, media advocacy and dialogue with members of parliament were important tools in this direction.
Three national level Water Conventions, at Bhopal, Delhi and Ujjain were organized in 2019. Massive media advocacy 
and coverage, participation by large number of organizations working on water rights and presence of eminent gov-
ernment personnel successfully highlighted the issues of river rejuvenation and Water Security in these conventions. 
These advocacy efforts furthered the cause of adoption of Right to Water Act. It was a significant achievement of these 
conventions that the Madhya Pradesh government was the first government to push “Right to Water” in this country.
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LikewiseDushkalMuktJalYatra in Khajuraho (Madhya Pradesh) and National Water convention for Drought free India 
in Vijayapura (Karnataka) was held with more than 1600 participants. 101 yatras were organised on water and land 
conservation as part of it. Everyday a water literacy campaign was initiated in a village where rally was organized and 
the pledge ‘My village My Pond’ was taken. 

River rejuvenation was also a vital part of JJJ objectives. Towards this direction, various types of river rejuvenation cam-
paigns, events and foot-walks were organized. The purpose was to draw attention of the authorities and also sensitize 
the masses towards river rejuvenation. 
Ganga ChintanShivir was organized on 16th Jan 2018 at New Delhi where social activists, environmentalists, represen-
tatives from civil society and media participated. On the occasion, prominent social activist and Gandhian ideologist 
Anna Hazare mentioned that it is necessary to organize the youth to stop exploiting nature and the river Ganga. Mr. 
Sanjay Singh, National Convenor of JJJ Campaign, said that a 21-member task force from the 11 Ganga River Basin 
states has been constituted to bring the Ganga in its former form. A Ganga SadbhavnaYatra was also held for 111 days 
in 2019. It started from the origin of Ganga and ended at Ganga Sagar near Kolkata.  More than 100,000 people partic-
ipated in this yatra. Prof. G.D Agrawal, a prominent activist, went on a fast for 100 days and sacrificed his life towards 
revival of the Ganga. This created a greater stir against government’s inaction.Besides the Ganga, other rivers and river 
yatras, such as Barua river rejuvenation yatra, Bachedi river rejuvenation yatra and KujanNadiyatrawere also part of the 
campaign. Hundreds of people residing in the villages at the banks of these three rivers participated and were sensitised 
to the importance of river rejuvenation. They submitted joint petitions to the district officials to take necessary action 
for river rejuvenation.A water literacy campaign around 101 river basins in the country was also organized on a massive 
scale.
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The river basin units play a vital role in river rejuvenation through various efforts such as promoting water harvesting 
with the purpose of rejuvenating river. Such community driven activities have also been useful for example with the 
Shairiniriverthat ends into Aangai Dam in Karauli District.

Another vital JJJ tool was mass mobilization. This sensitized the masses towards water rights and responsibilities, creat-
ed ownership towards water conservation and provided visibility as well as force to the campaign. Foot walks & rallies 
were part of the mass mobilization activities as were cadre development, water group & water leader grooming at village 
levels.

Parmarth facilitated a 6 day awareness drive called ‘BundelkhandJalSamvadYatra’ in 50 villages in the Bundelkhand re-
gion. This aimed to sensitise the villagers on measures related to drought resilience, techniques to improve agriculture 
farming, water-use efficiency and soil and water conservation and Shrimdaan (labour contribution) events. More than 
6000 community members actively participated in it.A JJJ rally was held at Chhatarpur where more than 700 fisher-
men from Badamalhera Block participated in order to sensitize the administration regarding encroachment, violation 
of their rights and towards conservation of water bodies. JalAdhikarSamvadYatra was organized in Alwar and Karauli 
district of Rajasthan to spread water literacy among village level community, civil society, students and PIR bodies. An 
11 days’ campaign, it passed through 30 villages and involved 3000 members of community.

1 Best Practice 1: The Pani Panchayats – The Water Security ambassadorssensitizing 
villagers to water rights & water security

Manpur is a medium-sized village in Jhansi district in Uttar Pradesh. In 2016, the village faced a huge water crisis in 
the form of water scarcity. The agriculture income and livestock based income was at high risk. Here the farmers were 
able to get only one crop per year. 

Parmarth team had come across this village and seeing the direness of its condition, decided to intervene. Soon the 
organization supported the villagers to organise a Water User Association (WUA). Later in 2017, as the effort gained 
momentum, Parmarth facilitated formation of a PaniPanchayat consisting of 20 women and 5 men. 
A teething challenge at this stage was gaining the support and the trust of the other villagers. Another challenge was 
the objection of the GP and block level officials.  However, emerging outcomes of the intervention gradually spread 
awareness on water conservation among the villagers and convinced even the early sceptics. The emerging unity among 
villagers, their pressure tactics and advocacy as well as their efforts to involve government officials in the intervention, 
gradually sensitized the officials to a more proactive role too.
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At this stage the Panipanchayat, supported by the team of Parmarth and under the leadership of the JalSahelis drew up 
a water security plan for Manpur. This, with the community drive spearheaded by the PaniPanchayat and JalSahelis, 
resulted in construction of several check dams, constructions of spillways and outlets and farm bunding. The farm 
bunding increased the fertility of their soils 1.5 times and resulted in increased yield.  The Manpur pond was cleaned, 
deepened and sealed with stones and now provides water all the year round. The water, which is distributed by the Jal-
Sahelis and the PaniPanchayat, can be used for irrigation purposes for around 400 hectares of land. The rejuvenation 
of the pond caused a strong increase of the groundwater level and thus the dried out hand pumps in the village started 
giving water again. 

The PaniPanchayats were also trained to develop kitchen gardens in their small pieces of land and gradually they moti-
vated and skilled a lot of villagers to try the same. This enabled their subsistence vegetables and nutrition and sometimes 
even ensured a small source of revenue through sales. The kitchen gardens grew vegetables and fruits and are irrigated 
from waste water of hand pumps diverted by means of small channels. In 2019, with the facilitation of Parmarth and 
motivation of the PaniPanchayats, Manpur planted around 400 Sagwan trees (Tectonagrandis) for reforestation pur-
poses as well as for the timber production. Manpur today is indeed a changed village from what it used to be only 4 
years ago and is recognized by government officials as a model village.
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The PaniPanchayats consist of 15 to 20 members at village level formed through 
Parmarth facilitation. Their core focus is to strengthen water literacy, wa-
ter conservation, water rights & water security at village level through mass 
mobilization and activating local self-governance. They have also networked 
with 150 block level officials. 

Parmarth strives to capacitate this group to promote and mobilize the village 
community for the physical works towards renovation, construction and 
maintenance of different types of water structures. So PaniPanchayats play 
a key role in Parmarth’s community based approach to promote measures for 
the conservation and management of natural resources, especially of water 
and land as also creation of new water resources. 20 percent of the members 
of PaniPanchayats are Dalits and 33 percent are women farmers. 

During this intervention as many as 1380 individuals (mostly women inter-
spersed with men) have been part of 69 PaniPanchayats formed in the direct in-
tervention areas. Together they have mobilized villagers and facilitated con-
struction, restoration or maintenance of a large number of water bodies; 
facilitated development of 100 Water User Master Plans in as many villages. 
They have also increased access to nutritious food and food security by sen-
sitizing and capacitating villagers to take up kitchen gardeningwith more 
than 500 kitchen gardens successfully running.

2 Best Practise 2: The JalSaahelis – The Water Engineers

No discussion on the Jal Jan Jodo movement can be complete without mentioning the 
JalSahelis. The JalSahelis are basically proactive, literate women, open to stepping 
out of home and in the 30-35 years age group. They are chosen by the PaniPanchayats 
to work at village level as water resource persons and mobilizers. Large parts of 
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan are drought prone. Hence the contri-
bution of JalSahelis is immensely useful and relevant. 

They lead the PaniPanchayats in spreading awareness on water rights in the commu-
nity in general and in the peripheral houses in particular, facilitate community ac-
tion & initiate implementation of government schemes related to right-based issues, 
particularly water rights. Also through suitable and recurrent technical training, 
they basically act like water engineers who understand, maintain, and promote phys-
ical work towards construction, restoration and maintenance of water bodies.
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The transformation from a village woman to an articulate, semi-skilled and empowered JalSheli does not happen over-
night. JalSahelis are oriented, capacitated and trained by Parmarth rigorously. 
- They attend leadership camps of Parmarth 
- At the village level PaniPanchayat meetings, technical knowledge on water conservation techniques are shared. 
Also, the JalSahelis were capacitated through technical workshops.
- They are also hand held during JalSaheliSammelans that are monthly meetings at block level, where all JalSahelis 
in that block participate. In these sammelans (meetings) discussions focus around the needs and problems of villages 
particularly in context to water, the solutions for the same and whom to approach for it. Government officials such as 
BDO, SRLM and media persons are often present during the Sammelans as these meetings have started gaining atten-
tion and are proving effective. 

Proactive, 
literate wom-

an, open to 
stepping out 
of home & in 

the 30-35 years 
age group 
chosen by 

Parmarth as 
JalSahelis

 (Approximate-
ly 2 to 5 such 

women chosen 
in a village)

They are pro-
vided ori-
entation & 

training on 
leadership 

skills, water 
conservation 

& technical 
skills, advo-

cacy & aspects 
such as appli-
cation writ-

ing etc.

Provided 
hand holding 
& mentoring 
support by 

Parmarth on 
regular ba-

sis at monthly 
block meet-

ings & village 
PaniPanchayat 

meetings

Semi-skilled 
water war-
riors who 

become agents 
of change & 

facilitate wa-
ter rights & 
water avail-

ability

The JalShelishave prepared several water manifestos, which is ba�
sically a charter of demands.They have also provided leadership 
in developing Village Water Plans in more than 100 villages. In this 
way, the JalSahelis are ushering a definite water revolution in their 
villages.

In the drought prone region of Bundelkhand in Uttar Pradesh, nestles a village called Chandrapur. This otherwise 
non-descript village is however special. Despite its drought prone geographical location, this village has more or less got 
rid of all water problems and is a lush village today. However, Chandrapur is not alone. Scores of drought prone villages 
in UP and MP where Parmarth works through the JJJ campaign are witness to the same story…a story of success! The 
characters who scripted these success stories are the JalSahelis, vibrant women squads, consisting of 2 to 5 JalSahelis, 
in a village.
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In the village of Chandrapur mentioned above, JalSaheliPushpa Devi and other JalSahelis have played a pivotal role in 
solving drinking water and irrigation problems.She, together with the community, repaired a dysfunctional village well, 
which is now fulfilling the water demand of the people. 
With support of the villagers, they have constructed a check dam, which is the source of irrigation of 
more than two hectares of land for 250 farmers. These farmers can now cultivate Rabi crop too. The 
increased income has reduced out-migration from the village. Pushpa Devi also visited block a n d 
district officials numerous times for installation of hand pumps. Due to her efforts, twenty h a n d 
pumps have now been installed in the village. This has solved the problem of drinking wa- t e r 
in the village.  

Likewise, in Moto villageImaratiBai and others from marginalized communities were 
forced to drink muddy and contaminated water from an old well as the upper castes 
would not let them have water from hand pumps. ImaratiBai motivated a few women 
and together they started digging up the well. Initially they were jeered upon but as 
work progressed more and more people joined them. Today they all have clean water 
from a functional well. ImaratiBai is also a JalSaheli

3 Best Practise 3: Labour Contribution to make a Change

‘Shramdaan’ or labour contribution has systematically played a key role in 
both the campaigns (JJJ &EktaParishad) but is being covered in this section. 
Water crisis often takes the shape of defunct and dried up water bodies in 
states like UP, MP and Rajasthan. Here alternative solutions such as rejuve-
nating the existing structures by repairing them to make them usable through 
labour contribution have played a key role in both the campaigns. 

Although the modus operendi is slightly different with EktaParishad cam-
paign largely clubbing labour contribution with leadership development 
camps and JJJ using it generally as a tool of need based mass mobilization, it 
has resulted in better water security, greater crops across seasons and less 
out migration. Stored rainwater in water bodies such as ponds dug up or re-
juvenated by the community have been a good source of water and have been 
found to have a happy effect of water level in general. This in turn makes tube 
wells around them usable. 

As many as 113621 man days of labour (Shramdaan) contributedthrough the JJJ 
campaign.Thus total monetary contribution of labour was whopping amount 
of INR 1 89 74 707.
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Daulta is a medium sized village in Uttar Pradesh that, like several other villages in the region of Bundelkhand in Uttar 
Pradesh, used to face acute water crisis. The hand pumps had largely gone dry and during summer months women had 
to walk 3-4 kilometres in order to fetch water.

Daulta had an old pond with good capacity for storing monsoon water. Unfortunately, owing to formation of molasses 
and waste dumping, the pond had grown shallow and dysfunctional. However, the Parmarth team, which was working 
in this village, saw a lot of potential in this pond and encouraged the JalSahelis and PaniPanchayats to take up the issue 
of cleaning the pond with the villagers.   

Initially there was a lot of scepticism among the villagers towards the task at hand. But the two JalSahelis, Meera Devi 
and Neelam Devi decided to lead from the front and started clearing the pond. This finally motivated the other villagers 
to take up the task with them and together they succeeded in cleaning the water. Today, Daulta is blessed with a well 
functional pond.

Such stories abound in regions where Parmarth has di�
rectly intervened through Welthungerhilfe support under 

the Jal Jan Jodo campaign.
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JJJ Campaign – The Challenges& Beyond
During the extensive as well as intensive journey of the JJJ campaign, the intervention faced definite challenges and 
tried to overcome them. These are given in the Table A2 below:

Challenge Specifics Whether Addressed How?

JalSahelis (Female Water Aids) were 
plannedto be the village/hamlet level 
water leaders & technicians for pro-
viding direction &motivation to the 
villagers in overcoming local level
However, in some pockets of Uttar 
Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh and 
largely in Rajasthan, it was a chal-
lenge to draw women out of their 
homes to take up this role as they 
did not step out easily in public as a 
custom.   

Largely 
addressed and 

overcome

As an alternative, in such pockets 
and regions, male water aids called 
JalYodhas were selected and orient-
ed. They are now working as water 
leaders and technicians. 

Also, with male involvement and 
orientation and gradual involvement 
of villagers, both male and female, it 
has become easier to draw out wom-
en from their houses to get involved 
in the intervention. In this backdrop, 
it is expected that gradually JalSa-
heliscan be selected and oriented to 
perform this vital task in future even 
in pockets where they were initially 
reluctant.

Regular transfer of government 
officials would often result in loss of 
valuable time and energy. Thus while 
the intervention team would orient 
and sensitise key government offi-
cials at various levels towards their 
cause, by the time he or she could be 
motivated to take pro intervention 
decisions, a transfer could take place.

This resulted in a new face that had 
to be sensitised, oriented and mo-
tivated towards the cause all over 
again.   

Partially 
addressed 

and 
overcome

A specific characteristic of the 
government framework is that it 
recognises honours and recognitions 
bestowed by the government. Here 
it may be mentioned that various 
cadres such as JalSahelis and even 
various campaigns have received rec-
ognition from the government. For 
example, the JalSahelis have received 
award from Jal Shakti Mantralaya 
and also national level awards.

When these awards, recognitions and 
certificates were shared by the team 
with the new official(s) that were 
transferred in place of the old once, 
often he/she realised and recognized 
the importance of the movement and 
agreed to be supportive.
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Sometimes, work related to excava-
tion and construction got delayed if 
it could not be completed by mon-
soon.

Partially 
addressed and 

overcome

Effort was made to plan activities so 
that they could be completed before 
the onset of the monsoons. However, 
given climatic changes and increase 
in erratic nature of the monsoon this 
could be totally overcome.

Divisive techniques and tactics have 
been causing economic, religious and 
caste based divide at village levels, 
thus making concerted efforts diffi-
cult.

Partially 
addressed 

and 
overcome

Village meetings and mass sensiti-
sation is intensified to combat such 
divisive tactics. On the one hand the 
villagers are made to understand how 
divisive tactics serve the vested in-
terests of some people. On the other 
hand, they are sensitised to the huge 
advantages of unity.

A lot of time was lost in pre-elec-
tion stages owing to ‘Model Code of 
Conduct’ (AacharSanhita) duration 
in which officials could not take 
keydecisions.   

Besides, even when the new gov-
ernment came into force, often its 
mandate would be different. 

Largely 
unable to 
overcome

This is outside the framework of the 
intervention and is disjoint from it in 
that the intervention cannot influ-
ence this practise in any way.  

As such this is a risk that the inter-
vention had to accept and move with. 

We Did It! A Glimpse of our Results & Outcomes

The JJJ campaign is a national campaign and sought to bring policy level decisions and changes at the national level and 
also create a common platform on which various water rights’ activists and organizations could come together. 

The campaign was essentially targeted to and through the marginalized. It was right based with water rights being the 
core focus. Here, as mentioned, an important desirable outcome was of bringing policy level changes that can affect the 
life of millions on water rights. Simultaneously capacity building of CBOs and NGOs that were involved in water rights 
at village level, river basin level and district or state level was also important and a core intervention objective. The out-
comes and results of the intervention are measured against this backdrop
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The other achievements and outcomes of the campaign overall as 
well as of the structured CSO intervention, are shown in Table A3 
below:

Through the JJJ campaign National Water Rights Bill was drafted & submitted to the GoI. This 
has been an important step towards the Right to Water Act that JJJ endeavours to achieve. (Ref: 
Annexure I for preamble Water Security Act)

The JJJ campaign has also performed as a pressure group and had a compelling role towards 
the government’s ‘HarGharNal-HarGharJal’ scheme(that aims to provide clean water through 
pipeline to every household in India) and the JalJeevan Mission. 

Likewise, JJJ has played a key role in the drafting and plan of the Ground Water Management 
and Regulation bills and acts of various state governments.Water Rights drafting committee 

was also formed by the Madhya Pradesh government through mobilization of the JJJ campaign.

JJJ community stake-holder ship tools such as development of village level Water User Master Plans have been adopted 
by the government through schemes such as AtalYojana and JalJivanYojana. (As many as 100 such master plans were 
developed in direct intervention area through Parmarth support in the CSO project).

Certain improvements in policy and structures have also been ushered by the JJJ campaign through PILs (covered 
below).

Representatives of Jal Jan JodoAbhiyan&JalBaradari are often involved by government officials towards wa-
ter rights initiatives. 

The regular sensitizing of political and administrative functionaries in the state of Uttar Pradesh for ef-
fective implementation of Drought Mitigation and Water Conservation has resulted in the Government 
of Uttar Pradesh to announce for revival of 100 ponds in different part in the region before start of the 
monsoon. Total of INR 144 crore was allocated for the revival of 100 ponds

Through the efforts and demand of the JJJ campaign the first Water Literacy Centre has been opened 
by the Maharashtra government in Pune, Maharashtra.

Policy Level Changes through JJJ Initiative

State Level Action Plan driven by JJJ

Structured Water Literacy Initiatives started by government
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Changes & Outcomes Initiated through PIL (Public Interest Litigation)

Increased Institutional & Sectorial Capacities 

During the intervention period Parmarth and partners associated with the JJJ cam-
paign issued as many as 10 PILs. Out of these severalPILs received successful con-
clusion through conducive judgements.

Through these PILs Parmarth and JJJ has ensured definite actions that added value 
towards reaching the vision of the campaign towards water literacy and water secu-
rity for all.

Some of the successfully filed PILs have resulted in definite outputs and outcomes 
such as:
Policy & Structure Level with national/regional impacts:
- A National Disaster Response Force with its own regular specialist cadre is required to be constituted and a Na-
tional Disaster Mitigation Fund is required to be established; development of a quick National plan for risk and disaster 
management & revision of drought management manual, early draught determination by state governments through 
use of technology
- Creation of River Panchayats for the Ganga, Yamuna, Hindon river basins
Micro level activities with local impact:
- Construction of sewerage treatment plant at Gorakhpur
- Suitable cleaning such as river surface cleaning and measures to reduce pollution in the Godavari post the Go-
davari KumbhMela
- Removal of encroachment in the Ramaling Tank Dam area to restore its storage & distribution capacity

Most CSOs have reported improvements in strategic direction, governance and accountability 
systems. Most of them are also able to develop their project proposals. Approximately 70 percent 
of them have published progress reports. They are also associated with NITI Aayog’s portal, Dar-
pan.

A landmark outcome towards which JJJ made definite contributions was the ‘NamamiGange’ pro-
gram, a conservation and rejuvenation effort by the government for the national river Ganga.

Changes & Outcomes Initiated through PIL (Public Interest Litigation)

Networking & Linkages Established

Linkages with various organizations like the Water Resource Group 2030, NRMC, premier educa-
tion institutes, Credibility Alliance, India Water Partnership, India Water Portal and various media 
agencies were established during the intervention, resulting in high convergence.
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Technical Capacities Enhanced

Creating a Water Right’s Platform

Mass Mobilization creating outcomes at ground roots level benefit-
ting target households

Increase in Resource Base

Increase in Membership Base

Technical capacities of 11224 grassroots workers 7108 youth leaders and 4016 water volunteers in-
creased in terms of leadership and thematic skills.25 CSOs sensitized to gender & inclusion; besides 
these CSOs capacitated on advocacy tools & networking. Approximately 2500 ground level water 
leadership & technical cadres have been capacitated. 

The JJJ campaign created a platform where more than 500 organizations and lakhs of people and in-
stitutions working on water literacy, conservation and rights can converge together to share knowl-
edge and create a concerted impact.

JJJ took a total of 88 social actions on issues such as the installation of pipeline for water 
supply, toilet construction, payment of MGNREGS and hand pump repair

100 water user master plans (WUMP) have been prepared and submitted to the local 
government by Parmarth facilitated team & ground cadre; 

Through Parmarth’s efforts 170 water bodies were either restored, repaired or constructed 
at a cost equivalent of INR 64 310 478, resulting in water supply to villages in the direct 

intervention area and beyond 

Resources of Parmarth have increased by more than 18% from the baseline figure. 9 CSOs associated 
with Parmarth have mobilised INR 2 99 08 035 from CSRs & other resources

Parmarth added 39 organizations to the JJJ network during the course of the intervention, which is a 
39% increase.
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B. The EktaParishad Campaign

About EktaParishad Campaign – The second major campaign that this intervention addressed is the land right’s cam-
paign.Here a backdrop to the EktaParishad Campaign is relevant. 
The EktaParishad campaign has been working since 2006 on growing economic disparities, ecological destruction and 
loss of livelihoods due to land acquisition policies and weak corruption riddled public services. In general, the EktaPar-
ishad networks have been working with a large number of campaigns and advocacy programs that are helping groups 
of people (as opposed to individuals) to struggle for their land and livelihood rights in four states of central and eastern 
India. PV Rajgopal, the leader of the movement, has been instrumental in bringing the different state level organiza-
tions together around a set of common strategies. 
The land right’s campaign was planned wherePrayogSamajSeviSansthan, a member organization of EktaParishad, was 
to work as implementing nodal partner with Welthungerhilfe support to expand the current structure and leadership 
to states and districts not covered so far.

The hierarchical functionality of the EktaParishad initiative may 
be shown in Diagram B.1below:
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Intervention Manpower Structure & Process

The four tiered hierarchical structure shown above, is linked with the intervention framework. The central secretariat 
looks into the overall planning, strategizing and macro execution of the campaign. A state level unit executes the plan 
of action at the state level through a top down approach but also strengthened by bottom up feedback. Intervention 
manpower at district level ensures district level execution and in linking the executing the intervention strategies by 
involvement at the mass level. Serious and systematic leadership and cadre building at the village level ensure village 
level presence and strength in execution of the mass campaign.Greater details on manpower structure and process are 
shown by diagrams B.2 and B.3 respectively

Prayog Samaj 
Sevi Sansthan

EktaParishad campaign in 50 
districts of MP, Chhattisgarh, 

Orissa & Jharkhand

Central Secretariat: 1 National Cam-
paign Coordinator, 1 Finance Coordinator 

& 1 Documentation Coordinator

1 state coordinator for Orissa & 
Jharkhand together and 1 for MP & Ch-

hattisgarh each; 50 district coordinators

Village body of 10-15 members (both Male 
& Female) called EktaEkai with strong 

representation of village youth and led 
by EkaiMukhiya (M/F)
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EktaParishad, a pan India movement working mainly on land and for-
est rights through campaigns and networks directly or indirectly in more 

than20 states of India

Working directly in 50 districts & total 2200 villages MP, Chattisgarh, Oris-
sa & Jharkhand (18, 17, 9 & 6 districts respectively) 

Central Secretariat for the direct intervention: 1 National Campaign Coor-
dinator, 1 Finance Coordinator & 1 Documentation Coordinator (a team of 

total 3 members)

1. Holds national level meets & 
conventions
2. Does large scale advocacy & 
campaigns & acts as national 
level pressure group

1.Builds capacity of ground 
cadres (Mukhiya, EktaEkai, 
and youth)
2. Mass mobilization and con-
tribution through Shramdaan, 
Anna Kosh (food bank) and 
ArthaKosh (money bank) 
3.Networking with govern-
ment officials & non-violent 
pressure tactics (rally, sabha, 
bhukhartal, demonstration, 
dharna etc.)  

Form &/or strengthen 
34 CSO networksat 

ground level

Youth & Village Mukhia; 
EktaEkai at Village lev-
els & empowered com-

munity

Indirect intervention in more 
than 20 states; network of 26 

direct CSOs and 16 CSOs in 
indirect intervention areas
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As already depicted, the EktaParishad campaign is reaching out directly to 2200 villages in 50 districts in the states of 
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand and Orissa.Directly and indirectlycombined, the EktaParishadcampaign 
through Prayog and network partners have reached out indirectly to more than 20 states of India. 

While the intervention progressed organically from January 2016 to December 2019 and extended to June 2020, it may 
on hind sight be considered as somewhat overlapping & planned phases of progress. An important part of the process 
that must be mentioned here is theEktaIkai, a village level unit. These units consist of 15-20 members (of both the 
genders) and played a key role in mass mobilization at the village level.These phases as well as overall processes for the 
EktaParishad campaign is shown in diagram B.4 below:

Establishment of an 
Institutional Structure; 
Setting up of state Of-

fices; Hiring & Sensitization 
of manpower; Identification of 

ground level Cadres & local Leaders; 
( PrayogSamajSeviSansthan working 

with the support of 50 districts fellows in 
approximately 2200 villages wherein 

every district fellow provides in-
tensive support to at least 20 
villages & contact support to 

20 villages)

Collecting Baseline data to un-
derstand situation of water, forest 
& land rights as also CSO capacity 

building needs; developing blueprints for 
strategic action plans & advocacy agen-

das;

Orientation & Cadre Build-
ing; Forging Alliances with 

Marginalized & Minority lead 
CBOs; Program management; Ba-

sic sensitisation and Capacity build-
ing initiatives (such as leadership build-
ing, gender & inclusion,  people centred 

advocacy, particularly on land and 
water rights etc.); Orientation & 
development of People’s Policy & 

Master Plans
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A Few Core Campaigns and Events
MahilaBhumiAdhikarYatra, where women in Tilda, Bhubaneshwar, Jabalpur and Gwalior took to the 
streets for their land rights.The organization also held MahilaSammelan in 2019, where approximate-
ly 5000 women from 34 districts of the direct intervention states participated. 
EktaParishad organised a mega village contact programme in all 2106 villages under the project 
to raise
their awareness on land entitlement and Forest Rights Act.    The EktaParishad campaign 
has also held Parliaments of the landless from time to time. A Jai JagatYatra was initiated by 
EktaParishad campaign through Prayog support. It started from Rajghat, New Delhi with a 
National Consultation on land right on 2nd October 2019 & reached Sevagram in Mahara-
stra on 30th January 2020.  As many as 5300 participants from project area joined it.

EktaParishad held the biggest National level advocacy campaign on land 
policy and homestead bill called Jan Andolan 2018 (people’s movement) 

during the project period, under the facilitation of Prayog. As many as 
18500 villagers, tribal women & youth from the project participated in this 

campaign. As many as 25 support organizations also joined the campaign. Be-
sides this, hundreds of people’s organizations at ground level supported the move-
ment. During the campaign the than Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh Mr.Shivraj Singh 
Chouhan, Minister from  Centre Dr.Virendra Kumar and  ex Finance Minister Mr.Yash-
wantSinha  announce their whole hearted support to the cause and the campaign. So did 

Mr. Rahul Gandhi, President All India Congress Committee and leader of opposition. 5 
lakhs signature on national land right policy & other rights were collected & handed over 

to President through a Central Minister at Gwalior.  Mr.Narendra Singh Tomar, the then RD 
Minister, GOI extended his support through a letter. This shows the visibility and socio-political 

inclusiveness of the movement.

Several of the core activities done in this intervention are over lapping between the two campaigns. However,core of 
those activities focused on land rights under the EktaParishad campaign are separately touched upon in this section. 

A quantitative view of a few activities in the land’s right campaign shows the scale of the EktaParishad campaign:

A Picture Story of Core Activities
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Leadership development camps have been regular part of the intervention. While both the 
campaigns have held leadership camps for cadre building and leadership formation at ground lev-

el the models of the camps were somewhat different between the campaigns.The EktaParishad 
campaign held rigorous leadership camps, particularly for the youths from its village level land 

rights unit called EktaEkai. 

Initially three-day camp for local cadres covered topics of local governance, non-violent 
action, advocacy, social inclusiveness, and diversity and livelihood rights. The trainees were 
trained on how to maintain discipline, to arrange logistics, food, water etc. during the ya-
tra. Simultaneously camp sessions included discussions on different thematic issues such as 

FRA, PESA and RTI and helped in creating mobilizers at grass root level.  Shramdan(labour 
contribution) of the youth was an important aspect of these leadership camps. It brought out 

leadership qualities and involvement as well as motivation in them. A lot of these youth were 
also part of EktaEkai.

Ground root level organizations (CBOs/CSOs such as farmer organisations, youth organisations, wom-
en led organisations etc.) involved with the campaign benefitted from organization development 

workshop. A series of three day workshops on internal governance, financial management, accountability, trans-
parency and increased workplace diversity have been held by Welthungerhilfe with the support of Centre for Promoting 
Accountability (CPA). These have strengthened and institutionalized civil society organizations and individuals related 
to the people’s movements. 

Since media advocacy is an effective advocacy tool, the partners in arms, the media personnel, were duly recog-
nized each year for their efforts towards the causes.An important and continuous activity at the ground level for the 
campaign was constant interfacing, dialogue creation and pressure tactics with various officials and mainly line depart-
ment officials. This was imperative in order to ensure that various rights and entitlements were granted to the commu-
nity members.

Protecting the Land Rights of the vulnerable 
Sections of Society

Capacity building programs on land 
rights

20 2160 youth

Mass contact programs on land enti-
tlements & land rights

400 40,000 participants

Two day parliament of the landless 
organized towards implementation of 

the Homestead Land Rights Act 

1 27500 villagers, youths, mukhiyas 
and women

Two-days consultation with social 
activists on the issues of land and 

water rights held

1 550 youth activists

A few core activities are described below:
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Gender equality workshops

Annual Reflection & Review Workshops

Gender equality workshops were inbuilt into the intervention since 
the intervention had a core perspective of inclusiveness and gender 
equality. The purpose was to sensitize project management, proj-
ect staff and ground level workers such as youth fellows and water 
volunteers on definition of gender, law and policy related with gen-
der, women rights, gender equity and current perceptions. Various 
group exercises and plays were also organized for better sensitivity 
about gender issues.

Team members from Welthungerhilfe (WHH), Parmarth and Prayog have steadily par-
ticipated in every three day Annual Reflection & Review Workshops. The workshops 
evolved into systematic evaluation tools that analysed the progress of the campaigns 
for the period and reflected on the progress and impact on the ground. At the same 
time these workshops emerged as a planning platform in the presence of various 
stakeholders. Half yearly two day workshops have also been done along the same 
lines.
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4 Best Practice 4: The Youth Empowering Villagers & Leading 
changein EktaParishad

The youth have been a vehicle of change in most movements. This force of the youth has been 
harnessed with exemplary success by Prayog in its EktaParishad movement.The implementing 
partner for the EktaParishad campaign, PrayogSamajSeviSansthan, inducts youth in a very sys-
tematic manner to play a key role in campaign outcomes.

• The youth have played a key role in the EktaParishad campaign in motivat-
ing villagers to take up common causes collectively and follow up on them 
regularly till right based outcomes are attained. In fact, the youth have 
metamorphosed into local leaders that are catalytic towards absorbing 
more youth and community members in the EktaParishad campaign. Leader-
ship development camps for the youth are regularly organised by Prayog 
to enhance the leadership skills and social inclusion perspectives among 
the youth. In this way, close to 6000 youth have been capacitated by Prayog 
through the initiative.  

• Various villages and innumerable villagers have been benefitted through 
labour contribution initiatives taken up the youth selected and capacitat-
ed through the EktaParishad campaign.

• Over the years, the youth have played a very dynamic and crucial role in giv-
ing EktaParishad movement visible mass at the ground roots level. This has 
enabled them to spearhead advocacy initiatives on a big scale and play a 
role in pushing crucial bills. An example is the Homestead Bill. Despite gov-
ernment assurances towards the bill in 2012, nothing had moved in a pos-
itive direction by 2016. In fact when a public meeting was organized with 
2000 people in which Narendra Singh Tomar, Minister of Agriculture and 
Rural Development had committed to come, he did not turn up at the last mo-
ment. This was a big breach of commitment and left the people disgruntled. 
To draw the attention of the government to the issue, a Youth Camp was then 
organized in Chief Minister’s constituency at Budani with 200 youth who 
were already leaders in their communities. Here all participants created a 
full plan to walk from Budani to Bhopal and also mobilize youth from their 
respective villages as well as from other villages. This created a veritable 
pressure on the Chief Minister and he finally agreed to a dialogue in the 
presence of 1000 plus people. He also agreed to the demands drafted by Ek-
taParishad and declared the implementation of homestead Bill in Madhya 
Pradesh. 
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The youth are also involved at the grassroots level structure of 15-20 people, called the EktaEkai, created at the village 
level. While this is a community structure, both male and female youth members also form a vibrant part of the group. 

- The youth members involved by Prayogare in the age group of 18 to 35 years 
- A high number of them are trained through 5 days leadership camps in the first year of the intervention and 3 
days’ refresher camps for each year after that   
- Not only are they motivated, oriented to take up leadership roles, capacitated to understand their land and forest 
rights better but also encouraged to contribute their labour for various type of community centric work such as resto-
ration work
- The youth have played key roles in ensuring justice at the community level at various core points such as the 
public distribution system, health etc. They also play key roles in writing applications, approaching government officials 
at various levels, building up mass mobilization and in general being beacons of change

In Shyampur village of Shivpuri district, approximately 75 percent families 
belong to Sahariyaadivasi (tribal), a very socio economically marginalised 
class.  The main source of income in this village was agriculture but it did not 
have any system to store the rain water. As a consequence out migration was 
high.
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The village youth, through motivation of the youth in the EktaEkai got togeth-
er and decided to contribute their labour to make a lake in the village. This was 
completed with the support of the local administration and other well-wish-
ers of EktaParishad. By the next monsoon the lake was full and the villagers 
did successful cultivation of Gram lentil. This gave a huge boost to people’s 
overall economic condition. In the year 2018-19, the village did not see even a 
single migration and with this changing scenario Government Schools have 
been re-activated, children have started receiving education and many more 
social and economic development initiatives are happening in this village to-
day. 

5 Best Practise 5: Community Food Grain Units fight the evil of 
Hunger and Hunger Deaths

Under the EktaParishad campaign, PrayogSamajSeviSansthan, the implementing organization, has been instrumental 
in creation of village level community money banks (ArthaKosh) and community food-grain units (Anna Kosh). This 
literally helps each village metamorphose into a self-help community unit with a social safety cap against dire circum-
stances. The community money banks and food grain centres are created under a principle that the campaign unit of 
the village should be strong and self-reliant and have resources to take right based initiatives forward. These grain and 
money banks also support the needy members in the village in times of natural disaster and man-made disaster.  

These money banks and food banks are created through the support and facilitation of the EktaEkai. These EktaEkais, 
each15-20 members strong, are basically village level group of the poor and the marginalised. There is at least one Ek-
taEkai unit in every village covered by the direct EktaParishad intervention. These units motivated every family in their 
community to take up a practice of contribution towards community resources. Thus there is the norm of contribution 
of a few rupees and one hand full of rice every week. In villages where poverty levels are still high, this contribution is 
taken once in two weeks or once amonth. The landless / deprived poor may even contribute by giving a handful of the 
grain received from the government ration shop.

In this way every village covered by direct intervention now has a money bank and a food bank. 
These banks are serving their purpose in numerous villages today. For example, no villagers in 
Madanpur village go hungry any more. While they may not have variety on their plate, the Anna 
Kosh initiative of Prayog has ensured that at least their stomachs are full. At present, more than 
100 kg of wheat and a good amount of money are available with the village organization (EktaEkai) 
of the village.
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Particulars MP CG ODISHA JHARKHAND TOTAL

No’s of villages 579 510 339 189 1617

Grain Collection 
(in Qtl)

448.88 404.57 221.33 145.72 1220.50

Grain converted in 
Cash

538,656.00 485,484.00 265,596.00 174,864.00 1464,600.00

Particulars MP CG ODISHA JHARKHAND TOTAL

No’s of Villages 579 510 339 189 1617

Amount 
Collection

839,550.00 739,500.00 491,550.00 274,050.00 2344,650.00

Best Practise 3: Labour Contribution to make a Change

While this practise has been covered under the JJJ campaign, it also formed an important part of the EktaParishad cam-
paign. Hence it is important to cover a paragraph of it here as well. 

As already mentioned, the youth have been the heart of the EktaParishad campaign. Hence the EktaParishad campaign 
intertwined the labour contribution initiatives largely with youth leadership development camps. Sometimes residential 
camps were also specially held on a need based manner to so that collective labour contribution can bring a need driven 
change or improvement. 

For example, Shayamapura village in Madhya Pradesh faced serious water crisis till the villagers, under the leadership 
of EktaEkai and facilitated by Prayog team got together to make a difference. Since any support from the government 
to solve the problem was not forthcoming, the villagers got together and decided to dig a pond.  Accordingly, a camp 
was organized and people got together to resume work throughout the day, which also contributing and cooking on 
the spot. Initially forest department officials tried to stop the activity citing that digging on forest department land is 
illegal. However, on being pressurised by the ground cadre and masses, they eventually obtained permission for the 
work. Today, not only is the structure completed but it is full of rainwater and a good source of water for the village. The 
enthusiasm and force of the villagers has reached the media and through it, senior officials. The Collector and his team 
visited the village and later sanctioned as much as 2 crore INR for digging up a new pond in the area. 

As many as 79 water bodies such as ponds and rivers have been restored by such labour contribution through the Ek-
taParishad campaign.
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EktaParishad Campaign – Challenges& Beyond
This has been an extensive as well as intensive campaign in terms of sheer scale and geographical scope. Also, in order 
to be fruitful and mobilize masses through campaigns and events, a very intensive format was required. During this 
extensive as well as intensive journey, the EktaParishad campaign faced definite challenges. Table B2 below provides a 
list of challenges and their dynamics:

Challenge Specifics Whether Addressed How?

Regular transfer of government 
officials would often result in loss of 
valuable time and energy. Thus while 
the intervention team would orient 
and sensitise key government offi-
cials at various levels towards their 
cause, by the time he or she could be 
motivated to take pro intervention 
decisions, a transfer could take place.

This resulted in a new face that had 
to be sensitised, oriented and moti-
vated towards the cause all over again

Partially 
addressed and 

overcome

Prayog, the implementing organiza-
tion for direct intervention under the 
EktaParishad campaign, believes in 
Gandhian principles.

Hence it has held Gandhian non-vi-
olence pressure tactics to overcome 
resistance & non-cooperation of the 
new officials where dialogue alone 
did not make progress. Thus tactics 
such as dharna, bhukhhartaal (hun-
ger strike), demonstration, rallies 
etc. were often used to some result in 
breaking deadlocks

A lot of time was lost in pre-elec-
tion stages owing to ‘Model Code of 
Conduct’ (AacharSanhita) duration 
in which officials could not take key 
decisions.   
Besides, even when the new gov-
ernment came into force, often its 
mandate would be different.

Largely unable to 
overcome

This is outside the framework of the 
intervention and is disjoint from it in 
that the intervention cannot influ-
ence this practise in any way.  

As such this is a risk that the inter-
vention had to accept and move with.

Sometimes, work related to excava-
tion and construction got delayed if 
it could not be completed by mon-
soon.

Partially 
addressed and 

overcome

Effort was made to plan activities so 
that they could be completed before 
the onset of the monsoons. However, 
given climatic changes and increase 
in erratic nature of the monsoon this 
could be totally overcome.
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Divisive techniques and tactics have 
been causing economic, religious and 
caste based divide at village levels, 
thus making concerted efforts diffi-
cult.

Partially 
addressed and 

overcome

Village meetings and mass sensiti-
sation is intensified to combat such 
divisive tactics. On the one hand the 
villagers are made to understand how 
divisive tactics serve the vested in-
terests of some people. On the other 
hand, they are sensitised to the huge 
advantages of unity.

We Did It! A Glimpse of our Results & Outcomes

The Ekta Parishad campaign, like the JJJ campaign was aimed at the most marginalized. Often, in states like Chattis-
garh, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, it worked mainly in tribal areas, which face the brunt of poverty, growing economic 
disparities, ecological destruction and loss of livelihoods due to land acquisition policies and weak corruption ridded 
public services.In Chattisgarh, some of the target beneficiaries and CBOs were from the Dongaria and Kutia Kondh, 
Saharia, Baiga, Pando, Santhali community; in Jharkhand they come from Chero, Kharwar, Paharia, Birhor, Birijia, 
Santhal, Munda, Oraon and Ho tribes etc. Thus the intervention has very successfully been able to reach out to the 
most needy sections of the population. It also resulted in some hallmark achievements that will impact the lives of even 
those sections of stakeholders not directly covered through the Ekta Parishad campaign. Here is an overall picture in 
Table B3 below:

Through mass mobilization & pressure created through the EktaParishad campaign as 
well as through its sensitization drives, the Government officials of the Orissa govern-
ment have announced scheme SabinkuGhar in 2018 that ensures land to 3.2 million 
households.

Nearly 500 000 families in Orissa have been benefitted through Homestead Land (Mo 
Jami Mo Deha Scheme) & Operation Vasundhra that seeks to end land disputes

Madhya Pradesh Government passed ‘Homestead Guarantee Act’ in 2017. A large num-
ber of people are expected to benefit from it.

Jharkhand has issued high level government order for the settlement of Forest Rights 
Act related petitions through which nearly 8000 tribal community members have been 
benefitted

Policy Level Changes through EktaParishad Campaign
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Through Prayog’s efforts 10143 acres of individual forest lands, 2311 acres of community forest 
land and 67 acres of homestead land worth INR 26268 00 000, INR 474 00 000 & INR 222 00 000 
respectively was restored to forest dwellers and landless

Direct and Large Scale Benefit to Target Beneficiaries

Chhattisgarh passed orders to ensure land to the nomad, pastoral community & forest 
dwellers. A decision was also taken to form district level task force to identify the real 
landless and forest dwellers to expedite land settlement process

Networking & Linkages Established

Linkages with various organizations like the Water Resource Group 2030, NRMC, IPE Global, 
Credibility Alliance, India Water Partnership, India Water Portal and various media agencies were 
established during the intervention, resulting in high convergence.

Increased Institutional & Sectorial Capacities 

100% CSOs have reported improvements in strategic direction, governance and accountability 
systems. More than 50 percent of the associated CSOs have started developing progress reports.

As many as 36 CSO networks were formed through the effort of this campaign.

Technical Capacities & Participatory mechanisms enhanced

143 village land, forest, and water-use plans participatory plans have been prepared under both the 
campaigns and submitted to local government

Increase in Resource Base

Resources of Prayog (through membership fees @INR 10 per year) have increased by 98% from the 
baseline. 10 CSOs associated with Prayog have mobilised INR 46 76 008.

The total monetary implication of repair/construction through labour contribution by EktaParishad 
is INR 8491202.
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Increase in Membership Base

The membership of EktaParishad, supported by Prayog, has increased 98% during the course of the 
intervention
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